MONARCHTENT
Heavy-Duty Pop Up Tent
100% USA Made

THE MONARCHTENT:

A heavy-duty pop-up tent that’s
battle-tested to endure the
elements & customized to meet
your exact needs.
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VALUE OVERVIEW

We built the MONARCHTENT to be a better, longerlasting system that prioritizes quality in a pop-up
tent model. That’s why the MONARCHTENT is 100%
American Made and backed by a Lifetime Frame
Warranty. In fact, there are four major benefits when
you purchase a MONARCHTENT from TentCraft:
Quality

As a Veteran Owned Business, we take American craftsmanship
seriously. We control everything, from product design to
materials, to having experienced engineers and industrial
designers on staff, to the attention to detail and the proprietary
fabrics we use—we always put quality first.

Protection

High-quality products also provide better protection of your
brand, your people, and your investment. The MONARCHTENT
comes with a heavy-duty, all aluminum, octagonal frame with
durable stakes to protect you against the unexpected. And our
Lifetime Frame Warranty lets you know that we stand behind
what we make.

Customization

Our tailored system of solutions is made to order, allowing
you to capture more attention and highlight your brand. Our
combination of printing, add-ons, peak flags, or peak banners
gives you that polished look that will speak to your clients and
make an impactful activation.

Usability

Investing in a high-quality pop-up tent solution means that
every detail from transportability to accessory integration
and durability are key design considerations—making the
MONARCHTENT the easiest and most durable tent on the
market. Each MONARCHTENT comes in an all-terrain transport
bag with an integrated wheel kit, plus the system itself is
lightweight and easy to set up. Less time spent setting up
means you have more time to engage your clients.
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FRAMEWORK

Push Button Corner Release

Pinch-free corner push button system
for easy release and quick take-down

Rubber Shields & Plastic Glides
Rubber shields and plastic glides are
used to reduce friction and eliminate
rubbing and wear on the canopy.

Lifetime Frame Warranty To Protect Your Investment

We stand behind our workmanship for life. If you have any craftsmanship defects
between now and forever, we’ll make it right. Even if something unexpected happens
that is not covered by the warranty, we’ll work with you.

Peak Flag / Peak Banner Integration

Stand even taller with additional branding and
key messaging.

Battle-tested, All Aluminum
Framework

The 13-gauge (6061-T6), allaluminum framework means that all
MONARCHTENT models are battletested for wind and rain.

Dual, Bolt & Rivet System

2” Octagonal Leg Profile

For maximum stability & durability

Thicker, Reinforced Footpad Design

3/8” cast aluminum footpad that can handle
being dragged, dropped, and more. Also features
a patented design feature for the included wheel
transport kit.

Between torque from heavy winds,
vibration during transport and frequent
setup and take-down, your frame takes a
beating. We use both bolts and rivets in
frame construction to reinforce the most
common fail points while also allowing
for quick and easy part replacement
should something unexpected happen.

Built-in, Easy Transport Across All Terrain
A patented dolly system is included and fully
integrates with the frame. Lock the wheel kit in the
feet of your frame and that’s it—you’re moving.
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MONARCHTENT SIZES

A traditional canopy tent doesn’t always deliver the look you’re
going for. That’s why MONARCHTENT is available in a number
of unique shapes and styles. The MONARCHTENT framework is
available in numerous sizes and models, providing a range of
options to find a look that best fits your brand and experience.
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CANOPY MODELS
Traditional isn’t for everyone. We offer unique
canopy options to help you stand out and capture
more attention. Each look has it’s benefits with the
ultimate goal in mind: make you the star!
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MONARCHTENT
Traditional canopy style that fits a
wide range of applications.
Available in square and
rectangular dimensions.
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MONARCHFLATROOF
Whether you need an indoor solution or dealing with height restrictions—
all MONARCHTENT sizes are available in a flat roof design.
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MONARCHREACH
The MONARCHREACH features 18” awnings on all four sides,
creating a unique look while providing a little extra shade and shelter.
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MONARCH GABLE
The gable-style MONARCH provides a different look with
two flat ends and 20% more printable real estate
on the canopy to maximize brand visibility.
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MONARCHSTOREFRONT
On one end is a large vertical flat edge similar to a store front—
and on the flip-side is a sloped pitch with a large printable surface.
You can use either end as the front, effectively adding two
extremely unique looks. Also ideal for placement against a building or trailer.
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MONARCHHEX
Ideal for food and beverage concessions, registration and
any other application where 360-degree service is needed.
Also available in HEXTEND shape for larger footprints.
Combine many together for additional event configurations.
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MONARCH WIND RATINGS
The MONARCHTENT is battle-tested for durability and quality. This wind rating guide, in MPH, can help you prepare for the unexpected.
While our MONARCHTENTS are built to handle substantial weather, our wind ratings consider the safety and well-being of our clients. Although our tents can
handle some challenging weather circumstances, we do not recommend that pop-up tents be left up in winds exceeding the the charts below.
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MONARCH WIND RATINGS
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MONARCH WIND RATINGS
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CANOPY
All Purpose, All Weather

Our proprietary polyester blend has
gone through rigorous testing to eliminate the most
common points of failure such as heavy water pooling.

Water-Resistant

Your canopy should function just like an umbrella—
it should easily shed water.

Fire-Rated

Whether you’re cooking underneath your tent
or will be setting up in a location with fire-rating
requirements, we have you covered.

Reinforced Corners

Every point where the frame makes contact with the
canopy is reinforced with heavy duty vinyl to prevent
unnecessary wear and tear.

Tailored for Wrinkle-Free, Precision-Fit

Just like a suit—wrinkles and sag are unacceptable.
Every canopy is crafted with a strap and buckle system
to ensure perfect tension.

Custom Printing

Any color—any graphics. With dye-sublimation
printing, the ink is absorbed and actually becomes
part of the fabric itself. As a result, the print cannot be
damaged with wear and it won’t crack or peel.
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PEAK + BANNER
In addition to strength and durability, the MONARCHTENT framework
is designed to help your brand stand out and capture more attention.
That’s why every MONARCHTENT model includes either a peak flag or
peak banner with single-sided printing—giving you additional real
estate for your logo and key messaging that helps increase foot traffic:
A peak flag is included with 10x10, 13x13, 15x15 tents.
A peak banner is included with 10x15, 10x20, 13x26 tents. Multiple peak
flags can also be used with rectangular tent models.
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WHAT’S INCLUDED
Every MONARCHTENT purchase includes
the following:
Frame (Lifetime Warranty)
Canopy
Peak Flag or Peak Banner
Transport Bag
Heavy-Duty Staking Kit
Wheel Dolly Kit
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ACCESSORIES
+
ADD-ONS
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MONARCHTENT

A pop up tent system—allowing you to customize and
configure for specific applications and to help your brand and
experience stand out and capture more attention.

WALLS
All our models can be customized to include
full walls and half walls, with windows, with
clear vinyl, with mesh netting, with custom
printing and more.

COUNTERS
Easy clamp system with wood or recycled
plastic (HDCP) counters

FOOTPLATES
Unpredictable winds are the number one cause
of tent damage. Our 55-pound footplates are
designed to protect your investment from
the unexpected. Each footplate is made by
local craftsmen, using an upcycling process
that takes unwanted steel by-product and
transforms it into protection for your tent set-up

LED LIGHTING
The LED kit includes four individual LED
lighting bars with quick clips that attach
to the underside or top side of any of the
overhead scissor elements. The switch
includes a dimmer feature to control light
intensity.

ELECTRIC HEATERS
The low-profile 1500 watt heating kit attaches
to the peak pole of any MONARCHTENT model
and heats a 100 square-foot area.

TRANSPORT CASES
If you’re frequently traveling with your tent
and event assets, we can provide custom
transport cases to simplify transport and fit
everything you need.
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WHAT’S POSSIBLE
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PORTFOLIO
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WHY TENTCRAFT
When you work with TentCraft, you are choosing to work
with and support a Veteran Owned Business. Our pursuit of
excellence in American craftsmanship drives our
mission to Make It Better for business, brands, agencies,
healthcare, education, and more. We focus on innovation,
quality, and customization to continually improve our
organization to better serve you.
We know that the market is flooded with cheaply made,
poor quality products and solutions. We exist to offer something better that best represents your brand and protects
your investments. We believe that you deserve solutions
that are battle-tested to handle frequent use and the many
harsh challenges presented in the fast-paced world. Quality
is our cornerstone and so is our commitment to our staff.
When you have the right people in the right place, doing the
right things, you create the dream team of
TentCrafters. Our team of knowledgeable sales reps and
project managers, creative artists, metal fabricators, printing
experts, and sewing savants are always up to create something customizable. Bring us your napkin sketches, crazy
ideas, and off-the-wall challenges—chances are, we’ve done
it or something similar in the past.
We are rooted in humility, hard work, fun and a little weirdness—some of our core guiding principles—that lead us in
all that we do. We take great pride in providing unsurpassed customer service and genuinely enjoy collaborating
with each of our clients. When you work with TentCraft, you
support the mastery of our craft and the ability to
continually “Make It Better.”
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Excellent

Based on 400+ reviews

“The customer service was amazing. Everyone I worked with
was polite, professional, and answered all of my questions and
concerns.

Thank you Tent Craft and when I expand my business you will
be the first contact to expand my tent needs.”

My department was very excited to see the tents in action! The
images are crisp and clear, and the colors pop! They are very
sturdy and durable!”

“From the start of first looking at tent craft, to ordering a custom tent, to it arriving at my home; the team at Tent Craft were
gregarious and professional. There was no doubt from the first
email that this was the company to work with. And proved it
when I set up the tent at home for the first time.

High quality and durable construction, high quality graphics
and its made in the USA! Of, course the price tag reflects these
above par traits, but you won’t be replacing this tent in the near
future as you would if you go any other route.

“Absolutely a gorgeous product! Our Healthcare Coalition could
not be more pleased with how the final product turned out.
Darick Peplinski and Josie Shink gave great attention to the ordering process. I would recommend this product without reservation. Dave C - Bluegrass Healthcare Coalition - Kentucky”
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2662 Cass Road Traverse City, MI 49684

•

Phone: 1-800-950-4553

•

Email: info@tentcraft.com

